We propose a hybrid model which contains diffusion-based and neural sub-channels. In molecular communication, they are two kinds of the communication modes, with both merits and demerits. The realistic hub connecting the both subchannels is the diffusive Ca 2+ , which access the neurons via Ca 2+ channels and produce various neural signals by regulating the vesicle release process. Based on this mechanism, the connector nano-machine (CNM) between the both sub-channels is used to alter the Ca 2+ concentration for realizing hybrid channel communication. We code and decode the signal according to the distribution of the vesicle release time, which is directly influenced by the Ca 2+ regulation. We deduce the mutual information and express the channel capacity using the information theory, substituting into the previous formulas. Comparing with relaying diffusive communication, the performance is verified in the simulation. Some major parameters related to the channel are also analyzed.
INTRODUCTION
Molecular communication (MC) is a promising communication technology in future nano-network, which uses the biological molecules as the information carrier and communicates between the nano-machines [1] . At present, most researches focus on the MC in body area network (BAN), propelling the development of the nano-network. Some major transmission modes are investigated largely, such as the communication based on diffusion, neuron, molecular motor, bacteria and so on. However, the human body is a complex and enormous environment, simplex MC mode is unable to build the BAN and accomplish diverse tasks. The reason is that simplex communication modes only suit for limited scenes as their limited ability. For example, Free diffusive transmission is usually utilized in tiny scale scenes normally because the molecules diffuse relatively slowly and have their life period. But its superiority is also obvious; nano-machine (NM) has more moving motility. In contrast, neural communication runs much faster through the whole body. But the motility of NM is limited, they could only stay near the neurons. On those occasions, a simplex communication mode can't satisfy the communication requirement in BAN. A conceivable and feasible way is to integrate the diverse MC modes, arrange them cooperating in the hybrid communication channel, just for exerting their respective characteristic.
To establish the diffusive-neural hybrid channel, the necessary preliminary work mainly includes three aspects, i.e., diffusion-based sub-channel, neural sub-channel and the hub of both the sub-channels. Since MC is proposed, diffusion is studied at the earliest among MC and is the most noteworthy hot pints all the time. There are abundant literatures concentrated on it and we particularize some of them. [2] analyzes the diffusion channel model with Molecular mechanics and deduce the channel capacity under various conditions. [3] studies the inter-symbol interference (ISI) of the diffusion-based channel. [4] designs a receiver based on the ISI and channel noise, analyze its bit error rate (BER). The neuron is investigated all the time by the biologists but studied as a communication channel until recently. [5] focuses mainly on the analysis of each block in hippocampal neural transmission. And [6] places emphasis on analysis of error and delay. The reason choosing hippocampus area in their researches is that this area is a typical scene for nerve investigation and there exist abundant studies and experiments. Hence, we also adopt chosen of the hippocampal area in our paper.
The neural channel itself is a hybrid channel because diffusion phenomenon exists in neural communication in abundance. The relationship between vesicle release and Ca 2+ is discussed in [7] . The conclusion will be used in our latter investigation. [8] introduces the operation of Ca 2+ in neurons, as well as the effect to the neural function. In this paper, the hybrid biological communication channel is proposed which contains branches of diffusive and neural sub-channels.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the hybrid model, including the diffusive segment and the neural segment. In Section III, the major performance indicators, i.e., capacity, interference probability and transmission delay of hybrid channel are analyzed. After that, the simulation is presented in section IV. Finally, we conclude the paper in section V. 
SYSTEM MODEL DESCRIPTION
As seen in Fig. 1 (a) , the system channel is a serial model. Tn communicates with CNM1 through amplitude modulation molecular diffusion. Then the CNM1 alters the Ca 2+ concentration through reversible calcium chemical reaction around the Ca 2+ channel, based on the various bit 0 and 1. The synaptic scene is shown in Fig. 1 (b) . When the electric impulse train following Poisson distribution arrives in pre-synapse, various levels of Ca 2+ concentrations transform the calcium influx. The calcium ions enter into the neurons through the calcium channels and neutralize the negative charge of the vesicle membrane. Thus the probability of vesicle release is changed and the distribution of the impulse train will also be transformed. After a long distance of neural transmission, the CNM2 obtains the postsynaptic electronic signal and decode the neural signal according to the impulse train distribution of each time slot. Finally, the CNM2 emits the general molecules and communicates with Rn through the same way with Tn. This model includes diffusion-based sub-channel and neural subchannel.
Diffusion-based sub-channel
The diffusive transmission is the most typical molecular communication mode and in our model it is utilized to communication between the CNM and the Tn or Rn. According to the real environment, some organic molecules could be used in diffusion except Ca 2+ , in case of the interference to the latter neural communication. We assume that the OOK modulation is adopted and when sending bit 1, quantitative molecules are emitted, else no molecules are emitted.
As seen in Fig.1 , the molecular concentration at the CNM1 follows Fick's second law, which is given by
The is the Laplace operator. R(0, t) is the molecular producing rate at location of Tn. And the s 1 = a 1 x+b 1 y+c 1 z.
To communicate through the neurons, CNM1 should have the ability to trigger and sense the neural signal. In the neurons, there exists a kind of molecule called C2 domain (Doc2), which regulates the neurotransmitter release process by sensing and reacting with Ca 2+ [7] . High concentration of Ca 2+ triggers synchronous release, i.e., the membrane fusion and vesicle release are triggered when an action potential comes. On the contrary, low concentration of Ca 2+ triggers asynchronous release. For connecting with the neurons, we regulate the Ca 2+ concentration at location of s 2 to achieve the variation of the vesicle release.
Neural sub-channel
We focus on the transmission between a pair of neurons, including the axonal transmission, vesicle release and postsynaptic response.
Axonal Transmission
In neurons, the axon is the inevitable passage for information transmission. Starting from the cyton, the signals move along the axon, finally arrive in the synapsis. In [16] , the author models the axonal flow by the cable theory, a quantitative formula describing a single axon is expressed as follows,
Where m , l and c m respectively mean the membrane resistance, longitudinal resistance and capacitances. V (x, t) is the electronic voltage in time t of location x.
The formula is similar with Fick's law and could be solved by Fourier method [17 
Where L is the average length of axon, A i is the Fourier coefficients.
Vesicle release and gap junction a) vesicle fusion and release:
When the electrical impulses arrive in the presynapse, there will be some changes to the presynapse. There is a pool in which vesicles are stored. We assume that the quantity of them is constant, denoted by N 0 . With the access of the ions, the electrical charge of the vesicle membrane is neutralized constantly. So the vesicles fuse with the cell membrane and appear to release into the synaptic gap. If the impulse frequency is a variable denoted by (t), the is the mean value of the (t). The fusion rate 0 is related to (t), expressed as its integral over the duration of the impulse.
The Ca 2+ plays a critical role in the fusion process of the vesicles. Due to the intracellular and extracellular concentration gradient, calcium ions enter the cell as the form of the influx and bind with the intracellular domain. There exists a little probability that the information transmission among the synaptic gap goes wrong because of the probabilistic vesicle release. Based on the assumption that all neurotransmitters are received, the error probability for bit 1 and 0 in bit i are respectively,
where k i is the impulse quantity in bit i. P rele is the release probability of vesicles and P rele = 0 N 0 . b) synaptic gap junction modeling: After the release process, the neurotransmitters diffuse in the synaptic gap. Considering that the ultrashort diffusion distance, the propagation time is so small that could be almost ignored. But at the postsynaptic terminal, the queuing time is a gaugeable value. In this section, we use the queuing theory to model it.
In our model, the neurotransmitters are defined as batched customers, we assume they are independent and have an identical distribution. In the postsynaptic terminal, there is limited quantity of receptors, treated as an entirety. Hence, we adopt the M x |G|1|K model. The M x means that the arriving time of those batched neurotransmitters which approximates the axonal impulse time interval follows the negative exponential distribution, i.e., f(t i ) = exp( t i )(0 < < 1). The = , and respectively means the batch size and service rate. The number of the receptors is 1 and the capacity is K. The G means the receiving time t s of each receptor follows general distribution G(t), denoted as 0 < t s = 1/ = 0 ) (t tdG < . The batch size distribution is expressed as (x)= (1 ) x 1 . Using the conclusion of [9] , we get the model block probability as,
where p T (k) means the probability that arriving batch finds k customers. fig.2 shown, the blocking here means there are surplus neurotransmitters gathering around the receptors and waiting to be received because of the limited reception ability. Based on the previous derivation, the average waiting time of signal impulse in this queuing system is,
The g0(x, t) is the probability that n customers being served in time of t, called ordinary counting process in renewal theory.
postsynaptic response
The decoding of the neural signal at CNM2 has two major steps. The first is the transform from the postsynaptic waveform to axonal impulse train. The postsynaptic signal y(t) could be expressed as a convolution of the input impulse train and response functions,
Where q is random amplitude amplification variable which follows a Gamma distribution [11] . q models the trial-to-trial amplitude intensity observed in the neighbouring center neurons and related to their positions. (t) is the postsynaptic voltage which is risen by the arrival of neurotransmitters, following (8) [10] . The n(t) denotes the noise, including the addictive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) or the inter-symbol interference (ISI).
The second step of the decoding is the extraction of binary sequence from the impulse train. We get the binary information by testing the sequence distribution.
Retrospecting the code process in vesicle release, considering the different time distributions of synchronous and asynchronous release, we use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [12] to verify that whether the impulse sub-sequences satisfy the poisson distribution in period of T, i.e., whether y'(t) ~ P( ) is satisfied. The empirical distribution function is,
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The distribution is tested via comparing a critical value, through the following in nitive, K D n n (16) where the K comes from P (K K ) = 1 . Here we rstly get the estimated strength using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). A threshold 3 is set, which is smaller than . For the n th bit, if (14) is satis ed and the estimated is higher than 3, the bit is 1. On the contrary, the bit is 0; Hence, we get the following transmission error probability of decoding process for bit 1 and 0,
Substituting (17)(18), we get the neural channel error probability as follows, 
CAPACITY AND DELAY ANALYSIS OF THE HYBRID CHANNEL
In this section, we will deduce the formulas of the system channel capacity and transmission delay. As the symmetry of the Tn and Rn diffusion and to simplify the system analysis, we only consider one side of the diffusion process.
Channel capacity
We assume that the Xi is the input, Yi is the output of diffusion sub-channel and Zi is the final output binary signal of neural sub-channel respectively. For the derivation of capacity, we adopt the conclusions of [2] ,
Referring to the information theory, the expression of the hybrid channel capacity is
where N is the total time slot quantity. We assume that on the condition of Y, X is uncorrelated to Z. So for one single time slot, the mutual information in slot i is
Delay
Delay in our paper refers to propagation delay of molecules.
consists of two parts, i.e., diffusive channel delay and neural channel delay, denoted by d and n . n d (25) The rst item contains the emission, diffusion and reception delay. To simplify the analysis, we only take the diffusion delay into account in our paper. The diffusive molecules moves slowly and has a limited life so diffusion is not adaptive in a long distance. The diffusion of Ca 2+ is faster than that of usual molecules and d 2 is much smaller than d 1 , so here we ignore this process. The diffusion time of a molecule in a xed distance is a random value, whose pdf is the integral of the Green functions,
The electric transmission on axon is quite fast. However, the transmission speed could only reach 100 to 200 meters per second, according to various areas and neural species. It is mainly composed of neurotransmitter diffusion, reception of the postsynaptic terminal and axonal transmission delay. The delay of the diffusion between two neighbouring neurons is a tiny value due to the narrow synaptic gap, and it could be ignored. According to the queuing theory model in section IV, the average reception time could be modeled as the queuing waiting time . The axonal delay a could be calculated using (3), with the same method as diffusion delay, i.e., calculate the pdf of propagation time and mathematical expectation. The analysis of neural signal in our paper focuses on a single neural transmission and for a long neural distance d, there are plenty of neurons. The average neural delay is the sum of those single neural delays expressed as,
where x is the maximum integer under x. The d gap is the average of the synaptic gap distance. L is the average of the axon length. The hippocampus neurons have various forms and considering some other unknown factors, so we use the approximately equal in (25).
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we simulate the hybrid model detailed in above-mentioned sections and test the capacity and delay indicators. The goal of this section is two-fold, verify the relationship between the indicators and some primary channel parameters, and compare the hybrid model performance with the relaying multi-hop diffusion communication in a relatively long distance. 
parameter design
The simulation is a numerical analysis, the parameters divided as the part of diffusion and neurons, which are respectively listed in table I and II. In table I, we set these diffusion parameters referring to [4] 
calcium regulation
In Fig. 3 , we can see that C ca increases quickly at rst but soon towards atten. 1 M equals 10 3 mol/m 3 . The concentration balance and stable gradient status are formed in the relatively short time. The bigger k is, the shorter time reaching the balance, and meanwhile the higher Ca 2+ concentration could be reached. 
Analysis of channel capacity and delay
The channel capacity is determined by multiple factors including those of diffusion and neural sub-channels. We respectively calculate the capacity expression of hybrid channel C and diffusion sub-channel C diff . The C diff is calculated as C diff = max N i=1 I(Xi;Yi)/N . In Fig. 5 , the probability p affects the diffusion channel capacity which has been proved in [3] . From this gure, we can see that p also has the same effect on the hybrid channel capacity. The C is lower than C diff since the serial channel will reduce the original capacity.
In Fig. 6 , the average delay increase with the decrease of the D. For the 20 m's diffusion distance, the propagation delay reaches several 10 -2 s level, it is clear that the diffusion only suits for short distance communication.
In a slightly long distance, the single-hop diffusion could not perform normally due to the attenuation of the molecular concentration. In the multi-hop relaying diffusionbased channel (MRD), the relaying nano-machines (RNM) need to recode the signal from the previous NM and emit the molecules of high concentration to extend the transmission distance. In our paper, we set the diffusion distance per hop as 10, 20, 30 m, and the total delay is the sum of the delay in each hop. For hybrid model, the total delay is equal to that of the diffusion and neuron. When the transmission distance d d 1 
Under this premise, we could see that in Fig. 7 , the delay of MRD channel increase linearly. For a smaller hop count, the delay is larger if ignoring the emitting 2017 International Symposium on Intelligent Signal Processing and Communication Systems, November 6-9, 2017, Xiamen, China and reception process of NM. However, the delay of the hybrid model is nearly invariable with the increase of d. So, we could get the conclusion that the propagation delay of neural sub-channel could be ignored comparing with diffusion. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the concept of the hybrid channel. The diffusion-based sub-channel is rstly modeled and we divided it into general diffusion and Calcium regulation. The analysis stresses the Ca 2+ regulation mechanism. For the neural sub-channel, we reveal the effect of Ca 2+ to neural vesicle release process. Hence, we code the signal by the distribution of the vesicle release time, as well as the impulse train distribution. The decoding process is realized in the postsynaptic correspondingly, using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. For deducing the hybrid channel capacity, we calculate the error probability for both subchannels. We use cable theory to model axon transmission and a queuing theory model is adopted to model neurotransmitter reception, just for estimating the neural propagation delay.
We simulate and evaluate the effects of all kinds of parameters. The channel capacity is simulated for various channel parameters. The delay analysis is also in the simulation, which is estimated and compared with relaying muti-hop diffusion model. We nd that the performance is improved extremely.
